The OMNI Evolution Continues…
Introducing OMNI20 1 Hour
NADEX Binary Options System
The OMNI evolution continues introducing OMNI20
1 Hour NADEX Binary Options System
OMNI! What a historical release. This system in
addition to STRIKER9 PRO literally transformed
and launched the entire binary options industry
system bringing it into the professional
trading realm (because it was going more
towards the goofy casino direction at the
time). It was crazy. And I never wanted to be
in binary options in the first place! But a
binary options broker kept pestering me to make
a system for the industry and then he
challenged me so eventually I accepted the
challenge. And out of that, the OMNI system was
born and the following generations thereafter,
some we never published because they were too
prolific and would have wrecked brokers at the
time.
Now did you know that there were systems based
off of principles behind OMNI coming out of our
stocks and vanilla options systems that were
developed much before?
Oh yes we gave these binary option systems a
great backbone start which is why they became

so powerful to the industry. So on that note
you may want to go check out our vanilla
options site called OptionsTradingAUTHORITY.com
(BinaryOptionsAUTHORITY.com is a branch off
that site).
Well we have evolved the OMNI concept here with
NADEX OMNI19 NADEX Binary Options System. And
we made it more fun and more precise.
We made it even more in the style of trading
for a good living even if you’re a total
beginner.
This is a type of system that can help you with
advance your trading count to very lofty levels
granted you remain methodical and also remain
methodical in your smart money management
position sizing that corresponds with the size
of your trading account.
Of course we can’t promise you
but OMNI20 can certainly help
sound logical approach to
accomplishing such wonderful
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